
 

 
 
 
 
ABOUT US 
artfayr.io is an early stage venture which builds a platform for online-only art fairs. We provide 
international art galleries with our data-driven approach a simple solution to digitize their business via an 
AI enabled online art fair. Thereby art galleries can save time and costs, but simultaneously reach more 
effectively customers and increase their market share. Our vision is to become the leading platform for 
online art fairs and to bring data-driven transparency to the art market. We are currently based in Munich 
(Marienplatz), engaged in German based accelerators but we will apply for US based programs (e.g. 
StartX – Stanford). 
  
YOUR PROFILE 
Founder DNA 🌱: Bringing an idea to reality is your motivation. Your working style is well structured and 
organized. On top, you are not only a fast learner, curious and willing to go the extra mile but also reliable 
and humorous. 
Experience 👔: Excellent master degree from a reputable university. Professional work experience in a 
start-up, strategy consulting or investment banking is appreciated. 
Language 🔊: Fluent in German and/or English. 
  
YOUR TASK 
Connect 🔌: Expand partnerships worldwide with art galleries, art institutions and further business 
partners like corporate sponsors. Structure internally complex projects and mediate between the 
engineering-, sales-, and operations- team. 
Manage Operations 🔄: Set up and mentor the operational framework for galleries and consumers. Help 
to make our platform artfayr.io famous and grow our community. 
Be a Part ⚖: Steadily shape the strategy of the venture as part of the founding team. 
  
WE OFFER 
Real Mission 📈: The ambitious vision to re-shape a multi-billion-dollar market, and to be a part of building 
something huge from the very beginning. Thereby your voice is pioneering. Wanna try it, do it! 
Collaboration 🙌: No elbow-mentality. Laidback start-up working atmosphere, flat hierarchies, and 
flexible working hours within a highly educated, motivated, supportive and fun team. 
 Incentives 💰: Be a full-fledged member of the founding team with corresponding freedom and 
responsibilities. We follow a fair work for equity approach. Participate equally in promotion programs 
such as EXIST (€30k for you), StartX (Stanford) and other accelerator programs. 
  
CONTACT 
Interested? Don’t hesitate, catch us and join our ambitious and crazy team in a laidback work environment 
to re-shape an old industry. Please send an Email including your brief motivation to join artfayr.io, your 
CV and transcript of records to hello@artfayr.io. In case you have questions, please call  
+49 176-55560062. Looking forward getting to know you and to digitize the artworld. 
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COO Co-Founder Wanted. 
Building the leading data-driven platform for online art fairs. 


